
  

 

SCIENCE: TASK 4 

 

Hello 5th graders! 

AFTER watching the video https://www.ccma.cat/tv3/super3/dinamiks/lexperiment-lesquelet-

de-fulles/video/5681062/ (and doing the TASK n.4 that about an Experiment connected to 

leaves last week (23-27 March), it is time for you to CORRECT!! 

 

Remember to keep all the tasks, in order to hand in to your teacher when school is back 

in session. If you cannot print the activities (it is NOT necessary) you can write down the 

answers on a piece of paper or you can use a notebook. 

 

If you have the opportunity, we would be delighted if you tried to do the experiment and 

if you do so: 

 

 You have to send to your Science teachers a picture of yourself with the result of 

your experiment.  

 

 You can also post some photos or a video meanwhile you are doing the experiment 
on our Instagram and tag @stjosep #SJdesdecasa #totaniràbé #Happyeaster 
#Science #5PRI  

 
Any questions? Please, don’t hesitate to ask us via email. We will be happy to hear from 
you: 

5th A & B: fcps.marta.guasch@stjosep.com 

                             5th C: fcps.mariajose.perez@stjosep.com 
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Exercise 1.-Watch the following video: https://www.ccma.cat/tv3/super3/dinamiks/lexperiment-
lesquelet-de-fulles/video/5681062/ 
 
Exercise 2.- Translate these words: 
 
 
 

Material needed 

 
Leaves =fulles      A ruler= un regle 
One glass= un got      A piece of paper= un foli 
A pair of gloves= uns guants    Scissors= tisores 
One glass of baking soda= un got de bicarbonat  A pencil= un llapis 
One bowl= un bol      A toothbrush= un raspall de dents 
A spoon= una cullera     Some thread= fil 
Some water= aigua     A hole punch= perforadora/màquina de fer forats 
Transparent glue= cola transparent    Double sided tape= cinta adhesiva de doble cara 
Cardboard= cartró      Some paper clip rings= anelles 
Kitchen paper= paper de cuina/ absorvent   Some glue= cola de barra 
 
 
Exercise 3.- Order the experiment steps: 
 
 

EXPERIMENT STEPS ACTION 
2 Put on the gloves  
1 Choose some leaves 
5 Sink the leaves in the bowl 
6 Draw a square of 30cm x 30cm and cut it 
3 Prepare two glasses with hot water and one glass with 

backing soda 
7 Stick the double sided tape on one side of the paper 
8 Stick the paper on a cardboard (with the same size) 
4 Place the hot water and the backing soda in a bowl 

and stir it 
12 Moisten the leaves with cold water and use the brush 

to take out the remains of baking soda 
9 Do a pair of holes with the hole punch 
10 Attach the different papers using the paper clip rings 

and add some thread in order to hang it. 
11 After two hours, remove the leaves from the water 
13 Place the leaves on the Kitchen Paper and make some 

pressure on them to take out the extra water. 
14 Stick the leaves  

 
 
 
Exercise 4.-  EXPERIMENT TIME!!! 
 
If you can, do the experiment and send a picture of the 
result to your Science teacher! Have fun! 
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